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Topic Hypothesis Testing part
Ch9 1,92Estimation Recap

point estimates a single value based on data
that is meant to represent
the best guess as to the
value of 0

interval estimates explicit recognition that
conclusion is uncertain
by providing a range of

possible values for 0

There are various statistical principles that
can guide estimation in the sense of
determining way in which the data
shoud effect statistical carcass bout a

modelparameterson
Sufficiency Principle provided the model is adequate
identical conclusions should be drawn from anydifferent observations of the data if they have
the same value of sufficient stat



2 Weak Likelihood Principle two observed data sets

that have proportional likelihoods for 0 should yield
identical conclusions about O provided the model
is adequate

3 Strong Likelihood Principle
two observed data sets from two different but both

adequate prob models involving the same 0
should yield identical conclusions about 0

if their likelihoods are proportional

other notable principles include

4 Invariance Principle

5 Conditionality Principle

but these are beyond the scope of this class



There are also specific principles
regarding the farm and interpretation
of statistical conclusionsaboutfran
the data and an assumed model

1 Strong Repeated Sampling Principle
statical procedures should be assessed by
their hypothetical performance under identical

sampling conditions physical interpretation

2 Weak Repeated Sampling Principle
we should avoid stat procedures that

for some any values of 0 will produce
misleading conclusions most of the time

3 Bayesian Coherency Principle
all uncertainties are described we prob distbu's
to ensures self consistent betting behavior

4 Principle of Coherent Decision Making

ensures self consistent decisions are made
from stat analyses



This context for statistical estimation and
interpretation now brings us to statistical
Ince

Q What is statistical inference
the process of drawing conclusions about
an unknown parameter that one wants
to measure or estimate EncyclopediaBrittanica

There is a quantification of uncertainty or unknowables

Principles for Statistical Inference

1 sampling theory prioritizes strong or

weak repeated sampling
principle

2 Likelihood Theory prioritizes strong or

weak likelihood principle

3 Bayesian Theory prioritizes Bayesian
coherency principle

the origins of
4 Decision Theory significance testing

N P paradigm
prioritizes princip of

coherent decision making



g

Tests of Significance

8,4 8
Yobs Caixa xn

the data

a statement hypothesis concerning the
hypothesisHo distribution of Xi in
alternative
pothesis Ha a different statement hypothesis concerning

the distbin of Xia Xn

A s hypothesis completely specifies the
distribution of the random data
A empositehypothesis on the other hand
does not completely and unambiguously

specify the distribution hypothesized

Null hypotheses can arise in many
different settings

Ho may correspond to the prediction of
some scientific theory thought to be true

g astronomical model describes mass to light ratioof some galaxies
Ho may divide the possible distlon's into
two qualitatively different types

eg com is fair

Ho could represent a simple set of circumstances
which in absence of evidence to the
contrary we may wish to assume holds
es errors in obs data are Normal
Ho could assert a complete absense of
structure in some sense

es overall Anova F test for all regression coefficients



Note The null and alternative are not necessarily
given equal footing in the context of

significance tests Notably Ho is

of intrinsic interest whereas Ha serves

only to indicate the direction of
interesting departures

The motivating question here is Is there evidence

Aromthedatalofinconsistenpywot

Given any Ho und Ha we can visualize our

oossible conclusions from a significance test as

Reality

off Ho Not Ho

o Ho error
jiff

t

Failure
to reject type I
Ho error



The significance level of a hypothesis test
is the often controlled predetermined
conditional probability of a Type I error

Significance level X E Oct

The powers of a hypothesis test is the
conditional probability of not making
a Type II error

power I B where Btype Error COD

6 When we say probability of

type X error what is random

le what are we describing weaprobabilitylawldisth
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Ex Say n 16 Xi Xn I NG 0.44

You want to test to 9 37

Ha 36.8

If Aa I X 236.9 is our rejection region

meaning we reject Ho only if we observe Jobs e Aa of
what is the significance level of our test 2

Nlt4 Pr Type I error

Pr RejectHo Ho is true

Pr X 26.9 1 37 0.16

0.16 jump
36.7 368

316.9
Yy 37.1 37.2 37.3

what is the approximate power
Power I B y N

36.810

B Pr Type error

IPr Fail toReject Ho Ho is not true

Pr 836.9 1 36.8

t
0.16

Power 1 0.16 0.84 36.536.636.7 3 1 7.1



Takeaway The key is using the sampling
distbin of T

I called the
test statistic

Group Exercize
Define a new rejection region Aa s that
2 0.025 What is the power for this test

P IL M 37
I spat 01

Anya M

e Inn

2
0.25

3808703

136.9 37 371 372 373

B Pr I 36.86 36.8
Ho isfalse ouronlyother o

G 50 Finis Ha and Nf6.8
so Power 1 0,5 6.5 spit oil

Bee
36.536.636.7368 36.9 37 371



Repeat 2 but now assume n 64
Try

37,06

2 Pr FL M 37 ME so
0.05

2
0.025

Aa I X 36.93 yftp

p pr I 36.914 36.8 tI ITY0.025

power
1 0.025

0.975
356,6536.7 367536.8 36.85 3

8709836

5

How would the power in 2 a 3 change
if we used a smaller or larger 2

If we fix n then

As a decreases so does the power ble

B increases

As a increases so does the power
BE



NotesanQuizI
2 There is a small but consequential typo in

É This typo makes it v difficult to
determine whether I or 83 has
a smaller MSE for n 4 Here is the correct
version

É É EELEÉ
ETI

Q What is É How is it random

Recall some former HW problems
HW 2 3
Enjointdensity Flay Gxty I oXII 09 5

HW3 1 for T ZIXi wi Xi all ID

END NEXT
and

ELECTIN NJ ELDEN
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43 response rate

OH Th switch to M 4 5pm

Must visit Olt by end of Unit 2
to be eligible for full participation
grade

More in class examples

No mare than 2 Hw wk
somewhat shortened assignments

opportunity to redo a quiz
for partial credit



Topic HypothesisTesting Part II 69.369.4

Setting Yobs Xi Xz Xn

a statement hypothesis concerning the
Ho distbin of Xi Xa

it a Ha a different statement hypothesis concerning
the distbin of Xia in

Typically we also assume

Xi Xn I fix O

So the likelihood for 0 given Kobs is

210 IIf Xi 0 or 110 Ei lnlflxi.tl

Therefore we are often interested in hypotheses
about the value of 0

Ho 0 00

H 0 0

To conduct a level d hypothesis test we need

1 A test statistic
re a function of the data say TX

2 A rejection rule

ie some Aa x TLE behaves some atypical way



A popular choice of test statistic is the
ratio of the likelihoods specified by Ho o Hc

The Likelihood ratio LAR is the ratio

1C 0 kobs 11 48

T
In'EÉreék capital lambda

Q When is A large What does 1 1 mean about it it

What is the smallestlargest possible value forth

Now the idea is to define a rejection
region or rule so that

only if TX obs is improbableE

Thobs occurs wi low probability

As I under the assumption that
Ho is correct



correspondingly a p value is

pvalue Pr
TX s Throbs or anything less

likely than Tabs under the

assumption that Ho is correct

Recall our example from before

Ex Say Xi Xn I NG 0.44
Test Ho 1 37 Case 1 n 16

us H M 36.9 case 2 n 64

If 2 0.025 how does increasing n change
the power of the test
How does changing 2 impact the power
of the test

Q How do we choose the direction in Aa

A As E LEE LE

which can often be simplified into statements
about a sufficient stat TX 3 Ka



Ex cont'd say Xi Xn D NG 0.4

Test Ho 1 37

Hi Ms 36.9
Case 1 n 16

Case 2 n 64

Suppose we hange Hi to Him 36 and

fix 20.025.0
What is TCI

What does atypical mean in this context

What is Aa for n 16 For n 64

Usd 0.1

Aa x Tacii

Pr Reject to Ho iscorrect

C

In short changing the value of M in it doesn't

change the rejection regions Aa

at all



note

In testing some hypothesis there

is opportunity for creative choices of
the test statistic TX
and also for the rejection region AL

When comparing different tests of the same

hypotheses if both tests have the same

significance level then the test w the
highest power is preferable
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The Neyman Pearson Lemma For Most
Powerful Tests

For a test of two simple hypotheses the LAR
test is at least as powerful as any other
test wi the same or more restrictive smaller 2

le The most powerful test of Ho 0 00 vs H O 0
is the test w

L

EIIIIY.IT
and rejection region

Aa x
L ca

where ca is chosen so that

Pr EH Caltto is correct d

theinood
function for Xia Xn is
40 f Xi Xni0

So for any value of 0 410 is the probability of
observing a particular set of data Xi Xu

But for an observed data set x Xn 40 is a
d ministicfuction of the possible
values for 0



5 1 111,11 3 and I a eat
where 2 12 where I Xi in

Note that ELY to Pr 4 1 Ho LLand

ELY It Pra 1 It l B lie the power

And since Eh ELY Ho L

It remains to show that ELY it ELY Hi

For observed data I x Xn write the
Corresponding observed values of X and Y't

by y and y't respectively

Note y c ftp 01 flxi.to t yGfa o fc2to
To see this consider the case where y 1,5 0

Since yet 49 ca ie Or cattyQ fly.to
Next consider the case where y 0 y 1

Here y o means Caf Q fly.to 10

Thus multiplying both sides of the inequality
by fix D and integrating war.t I yields

GELYNO ELYMODEGELYLOI ELYOT
which can be rearranged so that

ELY to ELY LODE Ca ELMO E 4 101
here the LHS is 2 2 70

Hence ELY10 ELY 10770



Uniformly Most Powerful LUMP I sided tests
Ir simple hypotheses Ho 0 00 vs Hi 0 0 the

rejection region Aa depends on the sign H
of the difference Oo 01

For a given L level the rejection region
for this test stays the same for any 0 to

Every value for O that remains on the same

side of Oo has the same most powerful test

by the NP lemma Therefore the LRT is

uniformly most powerful for tests of composite
alternatives Ho 0 0 us H O 400

CH O Oo

Q Is there a UMP test for a two sided H

Unfortunately no

A test of Ho 0 0 vs Hi 0400 allows
for differences from Oo in either direction

We can define the rejection region for this test
as the Union of rejection regions for each one side

test at an 42 level of significance

But either of these 1 sided tests will have

greater power for certain values in the

parameter space O
nian



Ex Suppose Xi Xn I N LO 11 and test
Ho 0 00 vs Ha 0 01 at 2 0.05 level

I parameter exponential family THAT
is asufficient
stat for 0

Furthermore TX NO t

110 fly D IT exp9 z xi 05

LEA exp III x O

i

exp EEG at TEETH on

exp I É H out x 0,54

III III
exp zÉ Htt A

A B A B

exp I É x 57 24 X x 8 I 0.5

I 24 FILE OD E OY

exp n I10 01 ya o



supplemg.fi akgegEtoIii outa

your own before reading the Soln

A To see how we get this final expression
consider

E Xi 007 E Xi T T Oo

EAT LI Oo IN THEOd

III Hit 4 LIE LOT 05 Lxi 2715 001

TIX 2xX I T2 20T OF 2XX 252 20 x 2047

Ex dnt't NT t ne 2not no t Int
2h42 2ntot Into t

Ex 2nFoft no

Similarly for Qi 0 we have

I x 0,12 Exit 2nA no

And therefore

Ex 04 21 0,7 2NO 0 n 0,2 05
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Duality of Confidence Intervals and

Hypothesistest
Recall Aj EIisunasualenoughunderH.lt
represents the subset of the joint sample space I
for all values of 1 X Xz Xn such that
we reject Ho 0 0 at the level x

All other possible values of a lie in what we
call the aceptanceorgin

A 0o x1CAaLT
that is the subset of X for which we would fail to

reject Ho 0 00 at the level d

Ex For Xi Xn ID NO 1 if we test
11 0 00 vs H 0700 at the a level and

reject for IEA X T Oo Ca where ca is thequantile
such that Pr X 0 CalHo L Le Ca Beaton

In NCOK No Then we fail to reject Ho

F onnco.tn

gas

when o zebra
FLI O NCO H F Barn 20

Hence Alto I Jian LO



Ftmalet O be a parameter for a family of

probability distbns and denote the set of all

possible values of O be the parameter space E

Let 1 14 tn be the random rector of alata

Theorem From Tests to Confidence Regions

level a hypothesis test of Ho 0 0 wi corresponding
i i

acceptance region Alto

confidence region for 0

Proof
For A to be the acceptance region of a level a

test means Pr XeAlo 0 0 1 d

so Pr t.EC 10 0 Pr XeALo 0 0 t h

by definition of I

1 1 700 conf region for 0 consists of all

those values of to e for which the hypothesis
Ho 0 0 will not be rejected at level d



Theorem From Confidence Regions to Tests

If CCI is a 1 2 100 confidence region for O

le for every Oo Pr DECCA 0 0 1 2

Then an acceptance region for a test at level x

of the hypothesis Ho 0 00 Is

ALO I O CLIP

PITI is such that prlo.ec 1 1o o o td then

the test of Ho 0 00 has level x because

Pr YEAH 0 0 Pro CLI 0 0 1 a

Mleinhfpotthesis
Ho 0 00 is not rejected if

Oo lies in the confidence region for G

Hint Pause t ask yourself what is random
unknownX random fixed

x observed fixed a 0 fixed

Worksheet practice



Stat 61 In-Class Worksheet

Original group members:

Oct 21, 2020

Suppose we observe -1, . . . , -= IID data points from a # (`, 0.42) distribution where = = 16 and we wish
to test �0 : ` = 37.

1. For a simple alternative, �1 : ` = 36.8 with U = 0.025, what is the rejection region �U? What is the
power of this test?

2. How does the rejection region change if we increase = to = = 64 but keep everything else the same?

3. How would the power change if we decreased U but kept everything else the same?

4. How would �U change if we instead tested against �1 : ` = 36?

1

I

4ns I ER exp 1216 Const exp ÉHETI
sissified

a
i ataraxia s

o the rejection region is and Pr I ca Ho 0 025

a expzlo.INT
const C

y NO L C'd here C's Inkalionst and As xTh3600
I cgae.com

awfsas
powernPrlt 36.819

36.87O.LI

Aa will be more broad wi n 64
that it is wi ne 16

Decreasing 2 will decrease the power

Aa doesn't change at all



The Neyman-Pearson lemma implies that, for testing �0 : ` = `0 vs �1 : ` = `1 with `1 < `0, the test
that rejects for -̄ < 2U is most powerful of all tests with comparable U.

5. Is the test in (1) above uniformly most powerful for any pair of hypotheses? If so which ones and why?

6. For the test in (1) above, suppose you observe data where Ḡ>1B = 36.85. What is the p-value for this
one-sided test? (I.e. what is the smallest U level that would lead to rejecting �0?)

7. For testing �0 : ` = `0 vs �1 : ` < `0 at an U = 0.025 level, if we observe Ḡ>1B = 36.85 (= = 16), what
are the range of `0 values that would NOT be rejected? (I.e. find a one-sided confidence interval for `.)

2

Yes is UMP for to MM
µ men

since both the test stat
Re'sReg remain unchanged a MP byNP lemma for any otherMan

3

pval Pr N E LobsHo n 37

Pr T t jobs How37
East exp 2nX37 36.81

constxexp In36.85 37 36.8

Pr X 236.85 9 37 7mgeneralipval Prl1 1 1a.ae

prom136.85mean37

yyj.ggTXpIf
Ago X I 236.8 for any Mao and 0.025 Pr I 36.8Hom 37

forMo 37

We must find which
other Mo values satisfy

yz
N o D

0.025 Pr FL36.8 HomMo Since

on HI Y 36.811 NY
gg.gg y

Pr IF
3 Homa

Pr za
36 1

0.025 1.96

We have thatPr If org 0.025 if Ho is true

10 Mo 3 T 0.120.025 is a 1 sided 97.5 CI for M
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Recap

Simple Ho vs simple H
Ho 0 0

The NP lemma concludes that for testing it 0 0
I 0040

the most powerful level a test is the likelihood ratio test

Test statistic IL j where 110 flex tn Q
is the likelihood for 0

Rejection Region An 21 14 Ca

where ca is suchthat Pr LEA Ho O01 4

Error Probabilities
Pr Type I error Prc Ca Ho 0 0 L

B Pr Type Ferrar Pr Eg ca it 01

Tx Ad
thus power I B Pr LA H Q

Tnally a pvalue is a summary ofthestrength
48Th

of evidence against Ho

enteritis piatiitiatomitioned

Incorrect correct



Simple Ho us composite H

D
Since Aa does not change for any other value of
Qi that lies on the same side of Oo as 0
in the tests of simple Ho us simple Hi the
uniformly most powerful testof I 85

or I É
is the likelihood ratio test

As before pr type I error Pr XeAa H 0 00

But B and the power may vary for different
paramtervaluest
eg p Pr Type terror Pr 14 Aa H O Oo

power Pr LEA H O 0

2
For a two sided alternative 858 there

no uniformly most powerful test
towever we can derive a level a test by finding

A V Ake where Ag is the level RR for

1 87 and Ai is the level ERA for



IE i itt o.is.wecana
the confidencelevel
Given data Xi Xn flexi xD O

assay 95 confidence interval CI is

a random interval that contains the value of
0 that is associated w the obsened datatobs
958ofthetime e.me raevalueof0

In general the same is not true for Bayesian
credible intervals

ded_a 100 CI for 0 has one fixed
bound usually IX or 0 and one random bound
One way to create a t sided 1 2100 CI far 0

is to invert a level a t sided hypothesis test

If Aa is the rejection region for this level a

hypothesis test then the set of all to values

that would not be rejected for the observed data

Lobs forms a 11 2 100 CI for 0



of two 1 sided 11 E 100 5

forms a 1 2 100 CI

The two l sided intervals imply a random upper
and lower bound Ca and Ca such that

Pr Ca o Pr Co G E
Assuming Cu Cc the intersection is non empty
and we have

Pr Coola Pr Caso Pr Co o 1 2 2 1 2

Ftonstruct
a 2 sided 1 2 100 CI first construct two

1 sided 1 E 100 Is and then find their intersection

Although this may not yield the narrowest possible
interval w the desired coverage rate this method
does ensure that in the case where the

interval fails to contain the true value of 0

it is equally likely that it missed high or

missed low which is a desirable property
for an interval estimate



EYY.IT Ittusea general
version of the Utr test where the test
statistic is now

read as the max

n 1 07 likelihood for all

FEET
where I is the entire parameter space and

Wo EQ is the subspace specified by Ho

and the rejection region Aa consists of small
values of 1L

call Emre is the maximizer of 210 for Ger

Ho M 37

Ex Xi Xn NCM O t test It p 37 at a level

First 210 exp EilyII and

I X X and Ame T
w 373

Then we have the exp go.to ECxi 37T E.NixsJ

and Aa X 11 a CD I 1 714 377 ENi xD a

where Cz is such that Pr É Xi377 Elli 7 a Hon 37 L



Theorem Asymptotic Distbin of the Gen LHR

Provided the joint density or mass function

flexi in 0 is smooth enough

21m41 Xfm as n x

where m Dim r Din Wo

Usefulldentity É XiMEIN n F n

Proof See supplementary material for 10 19 22

Ex tant'd

Ap 1 E Xi 377 EENTT a

I ÉN F th F 37 ETHD a

x n I 3712 Cz a CEI c

Recall if I NLM E thenLET No and so

É X Y
Xin

c qchisq i d dft lower tail T m
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Review Worksheet Solutions

Note For two sided H we will use the

generalized CHR test

Ex Two Sided Test Ho p I
suppose X Bin hip and test It p t at

an 2 0.05 significance level Suppose n 10

First note that Llp Y pta pint
and that puce Also 1 10,1 and Wo I

Our test statistic is

i
E É

and our rejection region is

As 2x Ex Gta ca

where ca satisfies Pr Ex Lary Lg plz 0.05

fethere'sworkyoungatshowI



To solve for an explicit rejection region
note that

11 E CIM GEE Tex
So As x Ex Gta ca

x pity c'a

x 1nA Exina i CnNinh x cc's

x

Katya
a

Aa Ex X 121 keg
plot this

M 10

xx Ca x lulu x

ki

Takeaway

E Latty is small when X is farfrank



Now we can explicitlysolve for an

2 0.05 rejection region

0.05 Pr lx E 5k Ho p k

Pr x E k or X Fk K it p

Pry Kth p 4 Pr X E K Pk

Which implies

Ktf qbinom 1 0 5
no plz toenail T

I K qbinom OF no plz lowertail 7

le K 3 And finally

A x 1 21 3
Er



Ex cont'd Two Sided CI n 10

Find a 95 0 CI for p supposing Xobs 3

Bydefinition of 2

0.05 Pr IX 11 3 Ho p's

Pry 3 1 p 4 Pr X 2 3 plz

Pr x 8 p a Pr X 21pA

X Bin 10,42

my my

Mh1t

All red mass

0.05

thus all black mass functions sum to 0.95

and a 95 CI for p is 110,8

or 13,7 Inindusive

tindusive Be



Ex Ho p
Suppose X Bin hip and test It p t at

an 2 0.05 significance level Suppose neat Xob 3

Pr IX 11 3 Ho p k 2 0.05

So 0.05 Pr X 12 3 or x 22 3 Ho p k

Pr x 3 2 Ho Pr x2 3 Ho

Since 4 71 Yi where Y t Bern p by

the CLT as here we have

IET NCO D

ie

YEA Noil

So 0.05 Pr Tff tfÉÉf to p k

Prftp.Y attIfaf ito p k

PrlzstEIII Pr zc I

I



2 1
0 1.96

Simons

4108
I 1.96

By definition of quartiles we have

0.05 Pr Z Zo a Pr zazen

PrtI sZ tag Hippo

Prying Balto p p



Hence we will fail to reject Ho p p
If nt 1.96

or if
Yip

L 1.96

By rearranging the above takes some

work and analysis of terms we

plug in Xobs 63 and find a 95

asymptotic CI for p to be

10.00698 0.7399

see the next two pages for additional
details This pg the previous are the

most important to understand



KYLIE
S 1.96

Since we Ftok when

I Eto Po 1.96 Toff

51
ie EEI 4 is a quadratic

factor of Po
a i

b 34 1 1
le 45447Po pi ftp 145ps

1 5
le Pil n 49 p 24

15

n py g yyyyyyg

p
t ot ÉF

t
Thus

then do the same analysis for

TY.jp c 1.96 and solve for CI bounds


